
  

Aldrich Astrophotography Group
Initial Setup and Preparation

Waxing Gibbous Moon – 
courtesy of Bruce Card 



  

Planning and Preparation



  

Tools for selecting your target

● DSO Browser – select and frame your target 
https://dso-browser.com/dso/search

● 12 Dimensional String – frame your target 
http://www.12dstring.me.uk/fovcalc.php

● Stellarium - select and frame your target 
http://stellarium.org/

Below are some free website tools to not only select a target that 
will stay in your field of view during the hours your planning on 
imaging, but also be high enough towards the zenith so that your 
not taking pictures through too much atmosphere. It is also 
important to confirm that your target will match your camera and 
optics meaning the target will not be too big or too small for your 
optical FOV.

https://dso-browser.com/dso/search
http://www.12dstring.me.uk/fovcalc.php
http://stellarium.org/


  

Selecting best location

● Dark locations away from city lights are always best but 
not always possible. Here is a website to help select 
a dark site. https://www.lightpollutionmap.info/

● Consider using an object to screen light from your 
optics such as your house/shed/garage or even a 
blanket or tarp hung on rope.

●  Dew Shields can really help depending on location of 
your target in relation to the lighting.

● Light pollution has far less impact on Planetary imaging 
versus Deep Sky imaging.  

https://www.lightpollutionmap.info/#zoom=10&lat=5207736&lon=-8006972&layers=B0FFFTFFFF


  

Affects of light pollution



  

Select best equipment for the target

Target Mount Camera OTA
Deep Sky GEM CCD/CMOS

DSLR 80+ mm telescope

Wide Field Any DSLR
Camera lens or 
60-70 mm 
telescope

Moon Any/Hand-held Video
DSLR

Camera lens or  
telescope

Planets GEM
Alt/Az Video

Long focal length 
Telescope 
2000+mm

Solar Any Video
DSLR

200+ mm 
telescope with 
solar filter or solar 
telescope



  

Planning your electrical power needs

● Make sure you have 
enough power to drive 
your mount, camera, and 
laptop

● Make sure the battery 
system has enough 
connectors of the right 
type (12v DC versus 110v 
AC)

● Do you need a DC to AC 
inverter to support 
plugging in your laptop or 
any other equipment 
requiring AC plug.



  

Weather elements that impact imaging
 Seeing – refers to the blurring and twinkling of astronomical objects like stars 

due to turbulent mixing in the Earth's atmosphere, causing variations of the 
optical refractive index. This is a key value for Planetary Imaging even for 
“Lucky Imaging” but also important for fine details in deep sky targets.

 Humidity -  indicates the likelihood of precipitation, dew, or fog and measures 
the amount of water vapor in the atmosphere. High humidity levels will 
adversely affect imaging unless you are using active dew control 
measures. Shoot for a value <50% for better results.

 Wind – High wind levels will affect seeing but also cause guiding issues for 
deep sky imaging.

 Moon phase – The current phase of the moon is important for deep sky 
imaging IF using anything other than narrowband filters. Translates to sky 
glow for background and poor contrast for your deep sky targets. 

Great websites for getting astronomical weather info are 
https://www.meteoblue.com/, http://www.cleardarksky.com/  

and http://aldrich.club/weather/

https://www.meteoblue.com/en/weather/forecast/seeing/paxton_united-states-of-america_4946853
http://www.cleardarksky.com/c/AnnMrCllgMAkey.html?1
http://aldrich.club/weather/


  

Dew prevention

Dew Heater 
controller

Dew Heater Strip

Dew Shield



  

Equipment Setup and Alignment



  

Star Alignment for GoTo Mounts

Most GoTo mounts have a Star alignment routine that 
calibrates the mount to the sky. It is important to use at 
least 2 stars for the Star alignment to provide more 
accurate pointing. 

Some mounts also allow for precise pointing calibration 
by centering a bright star near your imaging target and 
calibrating to that star. This will then provide VERY 
precise pointing to any targets near that star. This can 
be very helpful when trying to center a very dim Deep 
Sky target. 



  

Precise Polar Alignment for German 
Equatorial Mounts

All equatorial mounts require precise polar alignment for 
Astrophotography. Most mounts provide polar alignment 
routines to make this process easier. Often these 
routines provide enough precision for astrophotography 
IF using short focal lengths. But when photographing 
using longer focal length telescopes then better precision 
is a must. This precision can be obtained using a 
number of techniques. Below are two techniques that will 
give you the precision you require regardless of 
equipment used.

● Polar alignment using a polar scope. A polar scope 
is a mini telescope built into polar axis of your mount. 
Some mounts come with them and others are optional 
accessories. Using these scopes along with a cell 
phone APP for precisely placing star Polaris as 
indicated for polar scope will get very good polar 
alignment.

● Drift alignment. Drift alignment is a technique where 
a star south on meridian and to east or west of 
meridian is monitored with mount drive off to see how 
star drifts up/down on that axis. This is best technique.



  

Meridian Flip concerns
For equatorial mounts when your point to a target in the east the mount positions your scope 
so that the back end of the telescope with your camera attached will be on the west side of 
meridian. As the night goes on and the target goes from east to west in the sky your mount 
continues to track your target and there is concern that your camera and back of telescope 
could hit your pier or tripod legs. A meridian flip is programmed into a lot of these mounts so 
that this doesn't happen. So what is a meridian flip? Basically this is where the mount 
automatically flips the camera side of your scope to the east side of mount so that as your 
target goes further west and your mount tracks it instead of backing into your pier or tripod 
the camera actually tracks away from your mount. Some mounts have the ability to track a 
target beyond the meridian but careful planning needs to be done. That is why meridian flips 
need to be planned into target selection so that the flip doesn't occur too soon into your 
imaging run.



  

Cable Management

You may not have a mess of cables similar to this crazy 
bundle of cables (picture above). But if you have an 
Imaging camera, Guide camera, electric focuser, Mount 
power and control cables, etc...similar to the picture 
below...the amount of cables hanging off your 
equipment can still be a bit daunting. A snagged cable 
can be a cause of a ruined imaging session so proper 
cable management can prevent this from happening. 

So what is proper cable management? 
● Bundling your cables using zip ties to keep them 

away from your mount so cables will not snag is a 
start

● If your mount supports cabling through the mount 
then ALWAYS use that feature as this keeps the 
cables out of the way

● Minimize cables between your computer and mount 
by using a single USB cable from computer to a 
mount attached USB hub then run your USB cables 
from this hub to all USB devices



  

Remote Access

TeamViewer Is free software that you can load on 
your imaging computer and another computer, 
tablet, cell phone, etc. The software allows you 
to sit in your warm house and take control and 
monitor your imaging computer outside. Of 
course you would need internet access for both 
devices.

https://www.teamviewer.us/


  

Questions?
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